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About This Game

CCG meets WWII

KARDS is an exciting, free to play collectible card game set in WWII, full of strategy, tactics, action and fun.

Key features

Play as any of the major powers of WWII and participate in epic battles against other players, or against the cunning AI.

Collect cards and build up your armies of iconic tanks, aircraft, infantry, artillery and more from all theaters and periods
of the war.

Give orders, use naval support, espionage, sabotage or focus on the most advanced technology.

Use Blitzkrieg tactics, strategic bombing or dig in for bitter defensive warfare until you outproduce and outgun your
enemies.

Kards is completely free to play with all gameplay features already accessible from the start on. No paywall lockout!

Beautiful artwork
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All the cards are beautifully illustrated to match the unique WWII-style. Weapons and units behave as you would expect based
on documentation, specifications and operational history.

Enticing strategy

Kards is easy to learn, but hard to master. Battles are won by cunning, tactics, experience and strategy. Do you have what it
takes? The best

Regular updates

With a vibrant player community and active developers, Kards is regularly getting exciting new gameplay features and
improvements.

About 1939 Games

1939 Games is a creative indie studio located in Iceland. Founded by ex-CCP veterans famous for creating EVE Online, 1939
Games is out to boost the market with Kards, the unique and highly exciting WWII CCG.
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Title: KARDS
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
1939 Games
Publisher:
1939 Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP 1

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not recommended for Intel integrated graphics

English
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Patch 1.3 Released:
Patch 1.3 Notes

Gameplay
- Overhauled the tutorial. New version is designed to be more direct.
- +1 Life is now default once the tutorial is finished.
- WASD is now a co-default control. There is no need to manually assign WASD for movement.

Bug Fixes
- Fixed Top 10 ranking occasionally not displaying properly.

Misc.
- Updated Credits.
- Version number is now displayed on the main splash image.. v0.8.4 - Multiplayer fixes:
- Fixed an issue in multiplayer where a second player would not be able to pickup an artifact.
- Fixed a crash in multiplayer when changing a quest in the village.
- Fixed some desync bugs in multiplayer.
- Minor visual improvements in the path helper lines.
- Dot path confirmed moves always shows in multipalyer games.
- Fixed a bug with iron helmet attempting to damage non characters such as ghosts.. November 29th Patch:
Some smaller fixes and graphical tweaks relating to the recent update.

Changelog:. Battleship. Round #5:

Dear Friends,
We have prepared an unusual competition, this time organized as a game, especially for you. Let's say, it's a Battleship game,
but instead of ships, creeps and various bonuses are placed on the grid. Players should shoot with different types of projectiles
and kill monsters, concealed on the squares of the grid. When every single creep is killed, we will announce the results of the
competition! Three players with the best scores will get valuable rewards:

 1st place - 3 runes of choice upgraded to 7 stars + 500 stars
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 2nd place - 2 runes of choice upgraded to 6 stars and 1 rune of choice upgraded to 7 stars + 300 stars
 3rd place - 1 rune of choice upgraded to 5 stars, 1 rune of choice upgraded to 6 stars, 1 rune of choice upgraded to 7 stars

+ 100 stars.

Also, each week we will be giving away intermediate rewards — 300 stars! Just hit creeps and get a chance to receive a pleasant
prize!

Judging by the entries left in the 4th round of the contest, the one to receive 300 stars is KerGar)! Congratulations!

You can find complete rules of the game here. In a nutshell, your task is to name a square in the comments and specify a type of
projectile (ground, air or underground) you want to shoot with. For example, X1 ground.. Carly and the Reaperman available
now!:
Carly and the Reaperman: Escape from the underworld is available now to download.
https://youtu.be/A_VRJqW01e4. LIve on Twitch New Dawn:
Live gameplay to be streamed on Twitch Tuesday (04/09)

Tuesday (04/09) 7PM until 11PM CST(-6GMT)

www.twitch.tv/originallorddrow. Week 2: Sorting Through the UI:
Last week was somewhat quiet — spent some time learning Ren'Py things that I probably should have known the first time
around.

Ren'py's new built-in UI is a lot cleaner than the old one. I've started rebuilding the menu screens to fit the new UI. As an
example, here's the old music room...
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And here's the new one!
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I fixed some obvious problems, like how the original music room spoiled the names of songs you hadn't unlocked yet. But, I'm
still not much of a designer, so it will take some trial and error.

- @scarlet_string. Puzzle Galaxies Puzzle Galaxies Strategy Guide now available! (includes tip on how to beat later
levels):
Dear Puzzle Galaxies Gamers,

With Puzzle Galaxies now reaching the 3 year anniversary mark, I felt it was time to create a 'Strategy Guide' for Puzzle
Galaxies!

In particular, the strategy guide includes a hint on how to beat some of the later levels (the ones with the safe).

Feel free to check it out! The strategy guide can be found at the following URL:

http://www.evermoregamestudios.com/puzzle-galaxies-strategy-guide/

Note that at the time of writing there is only one tip in the guide :) But I will try and add more tips as time goes on!

As usual feel free to reach out to me if needed at jeffmoretti@evermoregamestudios.com

Thanks!
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Jeff Moretti
Evermore Game Studios. 2.33p2 - Animations & Balance:
This is the second part of patch 2.33
http://steamcommunity.com/games/Blackwake/announcements/detail/2736357019233225969

Changes:
- Pump animation/pose
- Swim animations
- Made players swimming on water surface more accurate
- Win poses
- Cannon aim poses
- Antisails added to rear of sophie for balance

These will be tweaked more as we go but they needed to be supported first.
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Dakota & Tyler. DLC issues resolved:
Hello everyone,

We wish you a happy new year :)

We come with some good news: the DLC issues have been fixed. We apologize again for the trouble it may have caused.
It is now possible to buy any DLC for any GCH version, even if you don't own both GCH versions.
The DLCs you may own with the base GCH version are still available for free with the Portfolio version (and vice versa).

Last but not least, a new GCH update is planned for mid January. It contains a bunch of bug fixes (it notably fixes the layer
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composition mode issue) and provides a new user interface to help you import custom resources into GCH without having to use
the command line tool. The next major update will bring Steam Workshop support.
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